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INTRODUCTION
Herbert George Wells (1866-1946) is rare
among science fiction writers — and
virtually unique among wargame designers
— in that he was both wildly successful and
recognized as a genius during his life and
long after his death alike. Wells published
Little Wars in 1913 (Frank Palmer, London),
following the financial success bestowed
upon him by now-classic science fiction
works like The Time Machine (1895), The
Invisible Man (1897), and The War of the
Worlds (1898).
The fact that Wells wrote and published
Little Wars at all demonstrates a
commitment to the concept of wargaming,
and his execution of it reveals both his keen
sense of humor and his ability as a game
designer. And his devotion to the concepts
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in this book can be apprehended by the
observant in other works with no apparent
connection to wargaming (e.g., in the 1936
film Things to Come — for which Wells
wrote the screenplay and consulted during
production — some of the characters can
be observed near the beginning looking at
toy soldiers and models, including the
spring-loaded 4.7-inch artillery pieces he
describes in this book).
Unfortunately, I was not familiar with
these rules in the early 1980s, when my
friend George Sieretski and I began to
develop what eventually came to be known
as the Skirmish miniatures wargaming rules.
It is amazing how many of the technical
problems we struggled to overcome that
Wells anticipated and addressed in Little
Wars, and how useful a copy of it would
have been to us. It is also interesting to

